
Executive Summary
Top Taste Confectionaries® is a leading bakery business based in Orlando Florida, USA. It
covers a wide range of clients both domestic and corporate clients. We are a unique bakery
brand because we do not just sell breads, cakes, and snacks, amongst others, but we also run
a standard and accredited bakery school in Florida. Furthermore, we offer consultancy services
in line with our area of business.

Top Taste Confectionaries was established by the awarding winning baker – Dr. Victoria
Kingsley who has B.Sc. Food Science Technology and a Master’s Degree in Business
Administration (MBA). She has a robust experience in the food and confectionery business
having worked both in the public sector and the private sector before starting her own business
– Top Taste Confectionaries® in Orlando Florida.
Because of our goal of becoming one of the top 5 bakery companies in the united states of
America, we are willing to go the extra mile to invest in some of the finest bakers we can find, as
well as set plans in place to acquire the best of equipment when it comes to setting up a
standard bakery. Our Ovens are customized to fit into the kind of ideas we have of how a first
class bakery business should look like.

When it comes to hygiene, we have put plans, processes and structures in place that will ensure
that we are always at the top of our game when it comes to that. Essentially, we have been able
to secure permits from all relevant departments in Florida.

Top Taste Confectioneries is set to redefine how bakery business should be run, not just in
Orlando, Florida, but also in the whole of the United States of America. That is why we have put
plans in place for continuous training of all our employees at regular interval and also liaising
with stake holders in the industry to contribute our quotas in the way bakery ovens and
equipment should be designed and fabricated to meet the ever changing demand of the
industry.

No doubt the demand for breads, cakes and snacks is not going to plummet any time soon,
which is why we have put plans in place to continue to explore all available market around the
cities where our bakeries are located and ensure that we create a wide range of distribution
channels. With that all in check, we know that we will be able to get good returns on our
investment.

Our strongest selling point at Top Taste Confectioneries is the unique taste of all our products.
There is hardly any customer that comes across any of our products by way of taste, who
wouldn’t want to come back to make more purchases. Without mincing words, we take delight in
welcoming repeat customers over and over again.
At Top Taste Confectioneries, we pay attention to our small clients as well as the big clients.
This is because we are into retailing and wholesale distribution. Our bakeries are opened to
customers to purchase hot baked breads and also our distribution vans are all over the cities
where our bakery outlets are located.


